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Why we?
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International experience
We make advertising since 2013, running the projects
from all over the world and on 4 different continents,
except for Antarctica and South America. Our main
markets — US, Canada, Europe, CIS, Australia.

Pay per hour for actual work
You pay only for the hours we actually worked. A
permanent team will work with your business; if
necessary, you can communicate with a specialist
directly.

Tech department
You can ask for almost any automation of advertising
campaigns. We insert our unique ROI calculation tool,
create and implement task automation scripts, and
other solutions.

GLOBAL PRESENCE

Business based marketing
We focus on improving business metrics: ROAS, profit
(e-commerce), the number of applications (corporate
websites).

What do we stand for?

Baby care products, US, 2 months

Our mission is to help our customers
grow and become the best in their
niches. Here's what it looks like!

Medical equipment store, US,
6 months

Сonfectionery accessories store, Russia, 2 months

Campaign setup
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Google's campaign setup and
management
Setup of the search, display, video, or Shopping
campaigns using best fitting settings. Thoughtful
bidding, careful targeting, meaningful ad copywriting —
everything to make your advertising work on you!
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Additional traffic sources
Research and testing of new platforms to drag users
from. Maybe your audience can be found in social
media instead of Google Search. Or, perhaps, they are
waiting for your offer somewhere on Reddit or Quora.
Let's check it out!
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Product feed creation and optimization
Creation of the feeds for Google Merchant Center. We
work on primary, supplementary, local feeds. We apply
a few proven techniques to get more impressions and
convert better than competitors.

Advertising management
& optimization
01

Macro optimization
We can help you to choose traffic sources based on
your target audience and competition level, see the
best way to distribute the budget, and perform deep
business and advertising analysis.

02

Micro optimization
Let's make your account earn more using improved
source strategy, campaign structures, campaigns
types, ads copywriting, and targeting options. Careful
optimization based on analysis results.

03

A/B testing
Roll out any changes with confidence with A/B Testing!
Every time we want to implement new ads or sources,
we take some time for testing to see what yields the
best result. Be sure that stats back your every move.

Conv. rate

Selecter projects

after

3%

4.62%

before

Medical equipment store

To improve net
Profit и ROI

ROAS
Google Shopping
Google Search
YouTube
Remarketing

147%
before

after

361%
ROMI
after

Key to success:

-31%
before

Structures. We implemented Alpha/Beta-structure and separated
the products by it; added GDN and search remarketing campaigns.
Bidding. We reduced bids for products with low ROI and high Loss,
and increased it for products with high ROI and high Profit.
Traffic filtering. Expanded negative keyword lists and worked on ad
copywriting to improve the quality of traffic.

after

Net profit

8 705%

-6 782%
before

+54%

Selecter projects

Conv. rate

1.01%

SaaS & Subscription development and
promotion agency

after

2.01%

before

CPA
To improve net
Profit и ROI

$81.81

Google Ads

before

after

$47.59

Key to success:
Structures. Alpha/Beta stucture + SKAG + Drag and drop
impression share grew by 7%.

→

Ad relevance. Ad optimization + copywriting + new extention
CTR grew by 1,5 times.
Targeting. New targeting settings
budget.

→ saved 40% of month

after

Ad spend

→

$15.617

$28.550
before

What do our
clients say?
Olga Nebrat,
Greenwood Building Development

Oleksandr Hodyka,
Auto center Aelita
aelita.ua

Penguins provide us with advertising for two
websites. In a short time, we have complied
with all the traffic standards that the importer
dictates to us. Communication is also fine, and
by now, we have not had any rebukes. I
recommend!

park-residence.dp.ua

We work with Penguin-team for the year and a
half now. It has been productive cooperation:
guys approach every task professionally and
with responsibility, keep in touch with us
every day. Our team works on social media
advertising and Google Ads, and we are
satisfied with both cooperation and
conversions.

Alexander Pospyelov
Enthusiastic professionals of their craft!

Strategic approaches
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Business-based approach

We are
right here!

Marketing

We work to make you earn more. We use bidding
micromanagement to control bids more efficiently and
optimize ad spend; our KPIs is tightly connected to
business: it's the return on investments, revenue, CPA.

Best practises and constant learning

Advertising

We accumulate knowledge and constantly looking for a
new one, monitor platforms updates and test new
advertising opportunities to make the best practices
available to you.

Full-stack advertising

Strategy

We not only set up advertising but also can help you in
conversion rate optimization on your landing pages and
recommend strategies for visitors return & retention, as
well as re-sales.

Who do all this
things?

Julia Kovalevska
Account Manager

Alena Likhter
Middle РРС specialist

Artem Velmozhko
Account Manager

Anna Shumska
Middle РРС specialist

Nick Skoropadsky
CEO, Founder

Ruslan Bakirov
Account Manager

Anastasia Zakharova
Middle РРС specialist

Denis Berezkin
СТО

Vladislav Shulginov
Account Manager

Roman Dudarev
Middle РРС specialist

Evgeny Doroshkevich
Account Manager

Work flow
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them. Let's see how we
can help!
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Analysis of the technical

Creation of campaigns based

Improvement and consolidation

settings and the marketing

on chosen strategy and your

of the result; Let's implement

component in the campaigns.

business goals. Ready aaand

some changes to achieve even

laaaunch!

more!

Find out what is missing

We take part in
conferences, meetups,
business gatherings

We are the knowledge
fans!
We also write guides,
make instructions,
and check lists
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